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**ABSTRACT**

Murray Bookchin dedicated his celebrated book *Post-Scarcity Anarchism* (1971) in part to 'Josef Weber', who 'formulated more than twenty years ago the outlines of the Utopian project developed in this book'. The present article reconstructs the links between Weber (1901-1959) and Bookchin. It focuses especially on Weber's political theory and on the activities of the international Movement for a Democracy of Content (1947-1964), which he inspired and in which Murray Bookchin participated during a number of years.

Murray Bookchin's *Post-Scarcity Anarchism* has definitely been one of the most influential works on the international generation of 1968. Following the American edition in 1971, translations appeared in Japanese, Spanish, Italian and Chinese. The book has also figured in the discussions of green movements in several countries.

Bookchin dedicated his work in part to 'Josef Weber', who 'formulated more than twenty years ago the outlines of the Utopian project developed in this book'? Who was this Weber? What was his Utopian project? What are the links between Weber's project and Bookchin's early 'social ecology'?

1.ORIGINS

In June 1947 in London the first issue appeared of a journal in German with the unrevealing title *Dinge der Zeit* ('Contemporary Issues'). The editors and
contributing authors used pseudonyms to conceal their identities. In an editorial, they disavowed 'a tradition, the result of which has usually been a crying disparity between word and deed'; they avoided making 'programmatic declarations, solemn assurances or promises', although they admitted having 'a programme or definite views'. They described the journal's common denominator as follows: 'The aim consists in the creation of a world organisation for a democracy of content (sharply differentiated from hitherto existing purely political or formal democracy) which is not to appear as a finished organisation, but to arise under public control.' Such a democracy could exist only 'where every participant has the unimpaired possibility of taking the individual democrat at his word'.

Emphasising their distance from all existing powers, they observed: The editors and friends of Dinge der Zeit consist of antifascists who have never accepted any government office (directly or "indirectly") and who have never supported any government propaganda (whether Russian or "democratic").

This statement revealed at the very least that Dinge der Zeit identified neither with the Western elite nor with the Soviet leadership. The feature article by 'Ernst Zander' stressed this point; the author noted the similarity between Hitler and Stalin and even submitted that Hitler 'needed only to adapt to German conditions the lessons of Stalin'. Unlike some later authors, who noted such parallels to exonerate the crimes of the Hitler regime, 'Zander' believed (as Otto Ruhle and others had before him) that both indicated social barbarism. 'That the progressiveness of capitalism, essentially only relative, exclusive, partial, potential, and temporary, turns against itself in the end - as is the case with every organism that has passed its point of maturity - this appears today as a quite evident material fact. Progress turns into unmistakable retrogression, and capitalism, like a leper, rots while still alive [...]'.

The effort by the editors and authors of Dinge der Zeit to conceal their identities was sometimes a source of annoyance. Dwight Macdonald, a renowned New York critic who served as the journal's American agent for a while, was dismayed to discover that some of those involved were personal acquaintances of his but had never told him of their participation:

I was a little bewildered (and annoyed) to discover recently from a friend that the guiding spirit of Dinge lives right here, and that he is some one I've known for years (as well as his group's theoretical output). Why all the mystery? Why doesn't he or one of his friends simply come around and discuss all these practical matters, instead of going through the farcical masquerade of correspondence across the Atlantic? Who are these writers in Dinge anyway, and why don't they write under their own names? [...] The heights (or depths) to which this kind of masquerade can go was shown a couple of months ago when one of your group was sitting on my own sofa [...] the talk came around to Dinge, which I praised highly [...] I asked him whether he had heard of it, and if he knew anything about the people putting it out. He actually did not tell me a thing, and spoke of it as of something entirely separate from his own political group and ideas!' The group responsible for Dinge der Zeit has remained somewhat secretive. Even today, decades later, some group members refuse to reveal their cover names.

Who were the forces behind the journal? And who was the 'guiding spirit' mentioned by Macdonald?

Dinge der Zeit was the fruit of an extended learning process rife with conflicts. Most founding members were German political exiles and hailed from the Trotskyist tradition. The central figure was Josef Weber, who was born in Gelsenkirchen in Germany's Ruhr region in 1901. This son of a skilled worker (his father was a tiler, his mother a housewife) did not complete secondary school but later attended university lectures on philosophy and became fascinated with Hegel's ideas. He earned a living as a bandmaster, composer and pianist. Following the abortive November revolution in Germany in 1918 and the murders of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, Weber became a member of the new Communist Party. Later, probably at the start of the 1930s, he joined the Trotskyist movement, where he played an important role. In 1933 he fled with his wife Maria Spiegel and their two children via Amsterdam to Paris; here, Weber continued his political activities as a leading member of the German Trotskyists (who united in 1934 in the Internationale Kommunisten Deutschlands oder IKD). In 1938 he was part of the tiny group that founded the Fourth International. At the time Trotsky viewed Weber as 'a very good Marxist'. Until 1941 the IKD (of which Weber had by then become a chief leader) adhered to the line of the International Trotskyist movement.

Opinions varied about Weber as an individual. During his exile in France diametrically opposed views were already apparent. While some accused Weber of being narrow-minded and self-centred, lazy and unreliable, others considered him a great figure inclined toward sacrifices. The documents show Weber as a somewhat pedantic and narcissistic self-taught man, who did not consistently fulfil his commitments and sometimes deceived those around him but was highly charismatic and generally dedicated to his ideals.

In exile, however, the IKD progressively moved away from its original views. The clearest striking example was Weber's 'retrogressive movement' theory. This theory's main principle was that capitalism had passed its peak and - because of the labour movement's inability to subvert the system - was experiencing retrogressive change. Its essence (to be described in more detail below) emerged in the early 1940s and was commonly accepted among the small circle of supporters.
During the early 1940s the leadership of the IKD published a few texts that systematically elaborated on this pessimism. A text from 1944, meaningfully entitled ‘Capitalist Barbarism or Socialism’, described the retrograde process as ‘the horrible battle for self-preservation of a society doomed to death’. This battle thrusts ‘the masses of the people’ back ‘into those conditions from which the development of capitalism once redeemed them (in great part by the use of violence): out of slavery, bondage, lack of national independence, industrial dependency and backwardness, into industrial backwardness and dependency, lack of national independence, bondage and slavery’. Averting this course of events would require a democratic revolution, which might later be transformed into a socialist one. These views were considered heretical within the Trotskyist movement and led to a definitive break in 1946.

After abandoning Trotskyism definitively, the ‘Weberians’ founded a new organisation intended to have chapters worldwide. Initially they envisaged a twofold strategy, aiming to issue both a radical-democratic journal catering for a fairly broad readership and a revolutionary marxist publication addressing a far smaller group of insiders.

The ‘democratic’ journal, fondly known as ‘Aunt Demo’, was to be free of political gibberish. The authors were expected to ‘state everything that needed to be said while avoiding certain turns of phrase’. Contrary to the publications for insiders, the ‘democratic’ magazine would steer clear of ‘operations based exclusively on tenets’.

Both interested readers and the authorities were to be kept in the dark about the revolutionary group behind the journal. Josef Weber admonished his brother Berni, who was also involved in the project, ‘not to speak to anybody about our plans, our journal etc. other than very close friends. Outsiders have no business knowing the different sources of the literature, the driving forces, and the like. Above all, you are not to share our addresses with strangers.’

The original plan to issue a journal for insiders was quickly abandoned to focus all energies on the ‘democratic’ publication. In bringing the idea to New York failed, the London group decided in bourgeois society, lower the intellectual level to zero and sacrifice power, positions, privileges, high salaries, even fortunes; they get well embedded in bourgeois society, lower the intellectual level to zero and sacrifice everything (especially one bit of political liberty after the other) except their positions, until they become either political oppressors themselves (chemically pure example: Stalinism) or the victims of their own policy (fascism), with the further alternative that either the people will dethrone them or that they perish with the system.

Second, capitalism has passed its peak and has entered a stage of decline and rotting. This trend will lead - barring timely action - to the downfall of human civilisation. The decades following World War I have been a period of ‘economic, political and cultural disintegration’. If we fail to transform the capitalist mode of production into a socialist mode, barbarism is no longer an abstract threat but assumes the sharply delineated outlines for the doom of all modern society.

Third, this stage of rotting coincides in political and economic respects with a remobilisation of pre-modern and early-modern forms of capitalism. Emerging in the nineteenth century, capitalism integrated various older types of societies (slave societies, feudal societies, etc.): ‘Capitalism devours many societies and subordinates them to its own structure. This is the first pre-condition of its origin and growth. Conversely, the same pre-condition compels it to affect other societies only partially or to leave them completely untouched. [...] The unevenness and combinations which are encountered are then in part developed, in part levelled, intensified, conserved, varied, combined, modified, systematised and (all in all) reproduced.’ Throughout capitalism’s decay, the features of the older types of societies become more pronounced: ‘Decay is to a certain extent devolution.’ Capitalism now ‘seeks support for its self-preservation and falls back upon stages already undergone.’

2. WEBER’S THEORY

As described above, Weber had become deeply pessimistic as a result of the defeats during the 1920s and 1930s (Stalinism, Nazism). During World War II he consistently maintained that fascist regimes would prevail for some time to come and would not be vanquished through military force: he spoke of ‘at least thirty years of fascism in Europe’, or ‘50 years of fascism in Europe’. After initially continuing the Trotskyist line by advocating the establishment of a new labour movement, he abandoned these politics in 1945/6. In several documents, some published after his death, he elaborated on this view. Weber’s general theory may be captured in eight points.

First, the labour movement has not achieved the downfall of capitalism and has suffered total bankruptcy as a result of this defeat. [The] classical workers’ movement has perished through the betrayals of the Second and Third International, and will never rise again. The leaders of unions and so-called workers’ parties have been thoroughly corrupted; these bureaucrats gain influence, power, positions, privileges, high salaries, even fortunes; they get well embedded in bourgeois society, lower the intellectual level to zero and sacrifice everything (especially one bit of political liberty after the other) except their positions, until they become either political oppressors themselves (chemically pure example: Stalinism) or the victims of their own policy (fascism), with the further alternative that either the people will dethrone them or that they perish with the system.

Second, capitalism has passed its peak and has entered a stage of decline and rotting. This trend will lead - barring timely action - to the downfall of human civilisation. The decades following World War I have been a period of ‘economic, political and cultural disintegration’. If we fail to transform the capitalist mode of production into a socialist mode, barbarism is no longer an abstract threat but assumes the sharply delineated outlines for the doom of all modern society.

Third, this stage of rotting coincides in political and economic respects with a remobilisation of pre-modern and early-modern forms of capitalism. Emerging in the nineteenth century, capitalism integrated various older types of societies (slave societies, feudal societies, etc.): ‘Capitalism devours many societies and subordinates them to its own structure. This is the first pre-condition of its origin and growth. Conversely, the same pre-condition compels it to affect other societies only partially or to leave them completely untouched. [...] The unevenness and combinations which are encountered are then in part developed, in part levelled, intensified, conserved, varied, combined, modified, systematised and (all in all) reproduced.’ Throughout capitalism’s decay, the features of the older types of societies become more pronounced: ‘Decay is to a certain extent devolution.’ Capitalism now ‘seeks support for its self-preservation and falls back upon stages already undergone.’
Fourth, the declining bourgeois society is developing a tendency toward ecological self-destruction. The main dangers include 'atomic and bacteriological war', 'reckless exhaustion of agricultural soil', 'despoliation of forests', 'extermination of fauna', 'so-called erosion or "land cancer"', 'contamination, dangerous to life, of rivers and coasts' and 'production diseases'.

Fifth, the cultural trends accompanying the rotting include an impasse in literature, music, philosophy etc. The level has become 'incomparably low' in philosophical, intellectual and political-moral respects. 'No longer is anything being learned fundamentally and matured organically, but everything is being sniffed at in passing and disposed of with an impartently "sure" judgement.'

Weber spoke of 'the law of the dwindling force of cognition in bourgeois society'. He believed in the ruling classes (which were becoming increasingly anachronistic in historical respects) would each lose interest in true cognition over time, 'since such cognition is dangerous to their very existence.' In political economics this trend was already apparent around 1830, as Marx had noted. He believed it had penetrated all sciences since then. On the one hand, 'the development of the sciences provides more and more reliable data of tremendous fertility', but on the other hand 'the scientists themselves [...] evade important conclusions and turn them into mysticism, metaphysics, idealism and agnosticism.'

Thus, declining capitalism became 'the age of science par excellence' and 'the most unscientific [age] through which mankind has ever passed'.

Sixth, the only solution to the present situation is to mobilise the majority of the world population, which derives no benefit from the current changes. Today, a potential surplus exists. The end of the scarcity and poverty in which previous protest movements operated has changed the nature of social protest. 'Our thinking, whether for or against, has for millennia always centred around the problems arising from poverty.' Scarcity consistently coincides with a ruling elite, 'minority-rule, i.e. true rule'. Rebellious movements therefore consist of minorities speaking on behalf of the majority. 'Henceforth the solution of the task falls directly on the overwhelming majority of mankind whose interests increasingly coalesce and can be reduced to a common denominator socially as well as nationally and internationally.

Seventh, the mobilisation can and must emerge as a worldwide movement for a democracy of content. Such a movement must originate from a deliberate and purposeful struggle against every internal bureaucratisation, since The modern misery is the work of the Labour bureaucracy. [...] Long bitter experience has confirmed the old popular belief that all parties are no good.' In practice, therefore, the demand arises that political organisation in the traditional sense be destroyed. 'The new party should be an anti-party. The anti-party has no property, no apparatus, no by-laws, no fixed division of labour, discipline or official position. [The] democratic movement achieves a relation to all things which is determined purely by content.'
Following Dinge der Zeit's forceful publicity intervention in the German campaign against militarisation, readers in Cologne and Gelsenkirchen formed a circle of friends of Dinge der Zeit in Germany in late 1951.52 Individual supporters were also active in Zurich, Boston and a few other cities.

The asserted local groups applied the principles of democracy of content as best they could.53 In addition to convening for discussions, the local branches engaged in many political actions. They distributed large numbers of pamphlets about various current issues, often focusing on the arms race, the danger of atomic warfare and colonialism.

The New York groups achieved their climax in 1956/7 during a solidarity campaign for the Hungarian rebels. The campaign's tone reflected a leaflet by Murray Bookchin urging the U.S. government to arm the rebels immediately. 'Guns, tanks, artillery should be poured across every available border and dropped from the skies.'54 The appeal pleased some readers and especially the Hungarian refugees. Bookchin was sent on a tour from New York to Boston and around New England. Turnout at meetings was high.55

Contacts in South Africa led to a major expansion of the Movement for a Democracy of Content. In June 1947 Weber had received a visit from Vincent Swart and his wife Lilian (nee Kleinman) from Johannesburg. Both had been active in the Workers International League (WIL), a South-African Trotskyist faction that had participated in the Council of Non-European Trade Unions. In early 1946 the Swarts had left the WIL and were in search of a new political affiliation.56 Weber had little difficulty winning them over. 'The Swarts', he wrote, 'had abandoned their previous views on the activities and organisational structures necessary for their country. We should therefore establish cooperation immediately. If all goes well, we will sooner or later have a chapter "down under".57

Vincent and Lilian Swart initially settled in London, where they supported the local group in many ways. They are believed to have returned to South Africa in 195158 to establish a new section.59 With help from pre-existing contacts they recruited several black activists, among whom the law student Dan Mokonyane was probably the most important.

The group from Johannesburg soon became involved in local social conflicts, especially the famous bus boycott in the Alexandra township in 1957. The instigation was the considerable rate hike announced by the PUTCO bus company early that year. The black inhabitants of Alexandra, who depended on buses to get to work nine miles away, called a boycott under the motto Azikwelwa! (We Will Not Ride!). For three months most people in the boycott walked to and from work every day. The struggle was coordinated by the hastily established Peoples' Transport Committee of 24 persons, who represented six local interest groups. The Movement for a Democracy of Content (MDC) was one of those six groups and contributed three members: Dan Mokonyane, Simon Noge and Arthur Magerman. Mokonyane was initially Publicity Secretary and later became full Secretary. Every week a mass assembly of hundreds or thousands of participants met in the township to discuss the situation. The MDC was largely responsible for ensuring a democratic decision-making process.

The boycott platform itself was free. Any black or white person, ideologically oriented or not, Communist or Christian, businessman, landlord or tenant, had unimpaired freedom of speech and participation. Many previously unknown men and women of sterling qualities came to the fore and several African languages which were not usually heard at public meetings were used.60

Their struggle culminated in victory. A few years later the experiences in Alexandra were a source of inspiration to the struggles of African-Americans.

The members of the Movement for a Democracy of Content devoted much of their energy to political analysis - although Weber remained the unchallenged genius behind the group. Obviously, they also discussed the issues addressed by many other leftist movements (e.g. international affairs and political economy). Nevertheless, the articles in Contemporary Issues and Dinge der Zeit differed in two respects. First, the group's members paid less attention to workers' struggles, undoubtedly motivated in part by their loss of faith in the labour movement. Second, many pages were devoted to subjects virtually or entirely overlooked in the mainstream leftist press. Such one case concerned the deteriorating quality of goods in general and food in particular.61 Murray Bookchin provided an enlightening analysis of the data gathered by a committee of the U.S. Congress in 1950 on the use of chemicals in food products. Bookchin used this material to demonstrate that chemical food additives were increasingly widespread, and that there were foods that were 'almost entirely synthetic'.62 The article instigated an uproar and led among other things to a speech by Lord Douglas in the British House of Lords.63

The group's second major focus was the critique of urbanisation and related problems. By 1950 Weber had called his domicile New York 'a stinking monstrosity', which residents were fleeing in their cars. Anticipating Fred Hirsch's Social Limits to Growth (1976), he observed that this flight's massive nature doomed it to remain illusionary: 'Together with the fleeing car, tens of thousands of others flee in the same direction, and tens of thousands in different and opposite directions. The smooth roads [...] reproduce the picture of the conveyorbelt [...] which isolates them once again hopelessly from each other.'64 Bookchin later presented a more elaborate analysis, mentioning the physical limits of the ever-expanding cities (administrative disintegration, crisis in urban transportation, air pollution, slums, shortages of housing, etc.), revealing car traffic's progressive dominance of urban life, and arguing that the only hope lay in the break-up of the modern metropolises: large cities have to be 'pulled down and the growth of urban areas rigorously limited by a "face-to-face democracy."'65
Around the same time Murray Bob also contributed a remarkable insight: ‘The car [...] is responsible, among other things, for: insoluble traffic problems, enormous highway fatalities and injuries, the transformation of whole cities into mere traffic arteries or adjuncts thereof. It is also responsible for making public transportation, which every car owner indirectly supports whether or not he ever uses it, increasingly unwieldy and uneconomical. Consider the last point rationally for a moment: Does it make sense to have an enormous number of private vehicles capable of carrying only 4 to 6 people in view of the fact that public vehicles can transport many times that number of passengers per unit?’ At the time neither Weber nor the other group members associated car traffic with pollution.

Cultural affairs were covered in detail as well. In keeping with Weber’s theory, the guiding principle was that nearly all modern art represented social decay.68

The group’s serious consideration of sexual problems was well ahead of the era. John Clarkson argued that sexual repression was the product of ‘productive systems under scarcity’. Modern capitalism, however, made ‘the immediate transition to an economy of abundance the urgent issue of the day’. This transition paralleled the ‘much publicised and deplored “breakdown” in sexual morality’, which was not a symptom of ‘decay and decadence’, but largely a progressive development: the “sexual rebellion” constitutes a breakthrough of vital force that refuses to be bound by a strangulated culture.69

4. FRAGMENTATION

Josef Weber died on 16 July 1959. His health had been failing for several years. A year before his death he had returned to Germany, where many later believed he had intended to die.

In retrospect, the movement’s heyday had been between 1951 and 1957: starting with the rather successful campaign against German remilitarisation (1951/2), followed by solidarity with the Hungarian uprising (1956), and concluding with the bus boycott in Johannesburg (1957). Toward the end of the 1960s Dinge der Zeit’s editorial board summarised the later years as follows: The subsequent years were quiet as a graveyard in terms of political activism, the number of contributing readers diminished, understaffing reduced the journal’s publication frequency, and the lower frequency led to additional cuts in staff.70

Understandably, the lack of growth gave rise to tensions. Especially in the New York groups, several younger American members felt the Movement was ready for a thorough change in procedure by 1957/8. After Weber’s death dissent mounted. Though formally anti-authoritarian, the movement had regarded Josef Weber as a powerful intellectual leader. His passing left a void, as several adherents had anticipated many years before. By 1949 the London group had noted with shock when Weber suffered a heart attack ‘to how little we amount without Jupp [Weber] and how supreme his role is in the organisation. [...] Indeed, Jupp is our absolute spiritual leader.’71

Between 1958 and 1964 the movement disintegrated. The first to leave were a few young New York intellectuals, with the brilliant mathematician Jack Schwartz as their chief spokesman. The impetus for their departure was Schwartz’s article against dialectical materialism, which the majority believed should not be published in Contemporary Issues. The underlying motive appears to have been the position of the dissidents that the Movement was short on theory and did too little to recruit new supporters. The group launched the publication Corinthia.72 In the early 1960s Jack Schwartz published a book entitled Lectures on the Mathematical Method in Analytical Economics, which dealt with economic planning and economic stability and was probably intended as a contribution to the discussion about the World Plan that Weber proposed but never elaborated.73 A few years later the group was ‘absorbed’ into the Vietnam movement.74

The second secession was caused by the falling out between the London and the New York groups. From the outset London (i.e. primarily Pierre Watter) had been responsible for producing Contemporary Issues, but the majority of the New Yorkers felt that the journal appeared too irregularly and was insufficiently accessible to a broad readership. When the production was subsequently transferred to New York, the journal became more ‘popular’, and the subtitle changed from ‘A Magazine for a Democracy of Content’ to ‘A Magazine for a Rational Society’, an open conflict resulted. In 1964 the London members founded their own journal under the old name.75 The members of the New York group included Helen Klaster Wurf and her husband Harold Wurf, ‘Paul Ecker’, John Clarkson and Mina Grossman, and, somewhat at a distance, Murray Bookchin.76 The London group, ‘weakened by the bloodletting’,77 revolved around Fritz Besser and Pierre Watter. Dinge der Zeit sided with the New Yorkers. The central figures at this end were the other Londoners Max Lauffer and Ulrich Jacobs.

The effort by Murray Bob and Phil Macdougal to found a publication in California more attuned to the emerging protest movement led to the third break. The new periodical first appeared in 1964 and was entitled Despite Everything. Briefly, it wielded a modest regional influence.

The South Africans went their own way. Despite several setbacks (including frequent arrests and Vincent Swart’s death in December 1962), the group continued its admittedly marginal existence.

CONCLUSION

Today, the Movement for a Democracy of Content lives on almost exclusively in the memories of a small number of largely elderly former members. The movement’s historical location is indeed remarkable. Politically, the deeply pessimistic stance resembles that of the late Frankfurter Schule. In other respects, however, Dinge der Zeit and Contemporary Issues targeted deliberate social change. Organisationally, the pursuit of ‘the liberation of [...] the party from the party’ reflected a position halfway between trotskyism and anarchism. Such manifestations of ambivalence probably curtailed the movement’s influence severely.

Murray Bookchin’s intensive participation in the Movement for a Democracy of Content is often ignored. In his great history of anarchism, Peter Marshall writes: ‘As a young man [Bookchin] steeped himself in Marxism; first he was a Communist and then a Trotskyist in the 1930s to 1950s [...]. But he was prepared to think against himself and his intellectual masters, and in the sixties emerged as a powerful and controversial anarchist thinker.’

This interpretation, which is representative for much of the topical literature suggests that Bookchin’s social ecology was born ex nihilo. The myth is especially surprising in light of Bookchin’s repeated attributions of the foundations for some of his ideas to Josef Weber and his movement. During the early 1950s Bookchin often visited Weber every other day; Weber even intended to designate Bookchin as his heir.

Clearly, Bookchin’s Post-Scarcity Anarchism owes much to Weber’s movement. Seven of the eight elements from Weber’s analysis are discernible in the work.

- Bookchin emphasises that the labour movement is no longer an agent of revolutionary change in any of its varieties: The class struggle in the classical sense has not disappeared; it has suffered a more deadening fate by being co-opted into capitalism.
- Bookchin, too, notes social disintegration, where ‘capitalism returns to its mercantilist origins of a higher level of development andreassumes the state-aided monopolistic form’.
- Bookchin also perceives an ongoing process of ecological self-destruction caused by the ‘contradiction between the exploitative organisation of society and the natural environment’.
- Bookchin points out that the end of scarcity has led to a situation that is unprecedented in history. ‘[The] problem of want and work’ is no longer the central focus, and ‘the absolute negation of all hierarchical forms as such’ thus becomes materially possible.

These similarities between Bookchin and Weber’s respective works are striking. Still, the author of Post-Scarcity Anarchism differs from his mentor on one significant point. While Weber believes that his ‘law of the dwindling force of cognition in bourgeois society’ applies for all scientific disciplines, Bookchin considers the science of ecology a crucial exception ‘that may yet restore and even transcend the liberatory estate of the traditional sciences and philosophies’.

By assigning an immanent-critical function to ecology, Bookchin escapes Weber’s deeply pessimistic logic. This ‘discovery’ equips him intellectually to make the transition from ‘half-trotskyism’ to social anarchism, as ecology and anarchism are in his view related; both ‘in their own way, regard authority as inhibitory, as a weight limiting the creative potential of a natural and social situation. Their object is not to rule a domain, but to release it.

Bookchin’s partial deviation from Josef Weber has thus enabled him to become the original thinker he clearly is.

APPENDIX

Some Core Members of the Movement for a Democracy of Content and Their Cover Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real name</th>
<th>Cover Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fritz Besser (London)</td>
<td>Ernst Most</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray Bob (New York)</td>
<td>Alan Dutscher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray Bookchin (New York)</td>
<td>Lewis Herber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Ludd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S. Shiloh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real name</td>
<td>Cover Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Davis (New York)</td>
<td>Nathan Davidson (New York)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klaus Ephraim (Zurich)</td>
<td>Paul Ecker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina Grossman (New York)</td>
<td>Claude Clausen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Grossman (New York)</td>
<td>Marian Pearl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Ilson (New York/London)</td>
<td>John Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulrich Jacobs (London)</td>
<td>Paul Brass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Laufer (London)</td>
<td>Fred Lohenbill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil MacDougal (New York)</td>
<td>Asa E. Bain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Mokonyane (Johannesburg)</td>
<td>Stephen D. Banner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issy Pinchuk (Johannesburg)</td>
<td>David Kemp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernst Schein (Zurich)</td>
<td>E.E. Ackermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob T. Schwartz (New York)</td>
<td>Giacomo Troiano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Suhl (New York)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilian Kleinman Swart (Johannesburg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Swart (Johannesburg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre Watter (London)</td>
<td>Andrew Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josef Weber (New York)</td>
<td>Erik Erikson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Klaster Wurf (New York)</td>
<td>Wilhelm Lunen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Wurf (New York)</td>
<td>Ernst Zander</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Real name not revealed for privacy reasons

NOTES

1 I am indebted to Neville Alexander (Cape Town), Heiner Becker (Bochum), Murray Bookchin (Burlington), Paul Ecker (who wishes to remain anonymous), Klaus Ephraim (Zurich), Ursula Franck (Woodland Hills), Stefan Goch (Gelsenkirchen), Robert Ilson (London), Urs Kalin (Zurich), Arthur Mitzman (Amsterdam), Dan Mokonyane (London), Ernst Schein (Zurich), Stanley Trevor (Dornoch), Pierre Watter (Puigpunyent), Lucien van der Walt (Johannesburg), Dick de Winter (Ridderkerk) and the late Jacob Suhl (Portimão).


3 ‘Redaktionelle Notiz’, *Dinge der Zeit*, 1 (June 1947), p.II.


7 Macdonald to Jacobs, 1 March 1948. SSA 201.39.1/1948.

8 I have listed the core members known to me in the appendix.


13 [Georg Scheuer], ‘Johre: Notizen zur Psychologie eines „Arbeiterführers”’ [stencil, c. 1944], Scheuer Papers, International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam, 430. ‘Johre’ was Weber’s cover name in the Trotskyist movement.
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